
chapter 1

PULLING ASIDE THE PALAEOLITHIC
CURTAIN

Society represents a claim, advanced and enacted in order to construct a
state of affairs that previously was not.

Eric Wolf
Inventing society

Introduction

The Palaeolithic of Europe is a record of observations and a register of ideas.
Using this combination, archaeologists have recognized many patterns in the
data and proposed several solutions, at a continental scale, to their recurrence
in time and space. These explanations have emphasized the variable biological
capacities of early hominids, their adaptations to ecological circumstances and
their expression, in the form of stone tools, of persistent regional identities.
The transforming powers of human migration, combined with the selective dif-
fusion of cultural elements, have aided both the writing of culture history and
the investigation of the same Palaeolithic records as long-term adaptive
systems involving continuity and change.

During these examinations of data and the development of analytical con-
cepts the subject of this book, the varied societies of Palaeolithic Europe, has
received some attention. But investigating society in the Palaeolithic has never
achieved the same research prominence as studies of the subsistence economy,
the spatial analysis of settlements, cave art or lithic typology and technology.
While great strides forward have been made by archaeologists studying the soci-
eties of later prehistory (Hodder 1990a, Renfrew 1973), their insights and
approaches have generally only touched upon interpretations of the Upper
Palaeolithic (Clark and Lindly 1991, Price and Brown 1985a, Soffer 1987). The
half million years of occupation in Europe prior to the Upper Palaeolithic
remains peopled by ecological creatures rather than social actors. We have
created these half-men, half-beasts, through the unequal juxtaposition of their
simple stone technologies against the gigantic forces of Quaternary geology.
According to our assessments, they wait patiently for the arrival of modern
humans from Africa to put them out of their long servitude to grinding nature.

Gordon Childe was particularly gloomy about the prospects of social recon-
struction in this period. Writing in Social evolution, he expressed a widespread
view:
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The archaeological record is found to be regrettably but not surprisingly deficient in
indications of the social organisation or lack of it in lower palaeolithic hordes. From the
scraps available no generalizations are permissible. (Childe 1951:85)

Neither was he particularly encouraging about the Upper Palaeolithic and
Mesolithic where, even though the record was fuller, it was very one sided.

It offers a clear picture of nothing more than the economy and material culture adapted
to particular environments of ice age Europe and of the northern forest zone in early post
glacial times. (ibid.)

These Mesolithic folk were also apparently waiting to be replaced, albeit by
agriculturalists. Writing thirty years after Childe, Richard Bradley could mem-
orably bemoan that archaeologists still stressed how

successful farmers have social relations with one another, while hunter-gatherers have
ecological relations with hazelnuts. (Bradley 1984:11)

This picture has now begun to change. A degree of self-determination is cur-
rently accorded Mesolithic people, while the complexity of their regional
archaeological records (Bonsall 1991) is proving a rich source for social recon-
struction, as it is in the Upper Palaeolithic.

The image of the earlier Palaeolithic

Any progress that might be made towards a unified social archaeology gener-
ally founders on the rocks of the earlier Palaeolithic. What has happened since
Childe’s remarks in 1951 is that the Lower and Middle Palaeolithic have now
achieved the research status that he gave then to the Upper Palaeolithic and
Mesolithic. In the past forty years large-scale, multi-disciplinary projects have
recovered a wealth of archaeological and environmental data from sites
throughout Europe. Moreover, the development of a continuous Pleistocene
chronology based on the deep-sea isotopic record (Imbrie and Imbrie 1979), and
science-based dating beyond the period covered by radiocarbon (Aitken 1990),
has produced frameworks which encourage interpretation rather than mere
description.

These interpretations are frequently presented visually. Many of the projects
provide artists’ reconstructions of the landscapes these European hominids
inhabited (Lumley 1979, Mania and Dietzel 1980). As Moser has argued, these
images ‘are more than just illustrations which summarize information pre-
sented in the text; rather they are reinforcements of . . . theories, and as such
constitute arguments in themselves’ (1992:833). By presenting the excavated
facts as visual summaries, it is also implicit as to how we should interpret
them. We see hominids attacking bison in the lake at Bilzingsleben (Mania and
Dietzel 1980), living in their tent at Lazaret (Lumley 1969a) or planning, exe-
cuting and then celebrating the elephant hunt at Torralba/Ambrona (Howell
1965). Through these devices, the unfamiliar deep-past, where the archaeolog-
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ical ‘scraps’ are indeed meagre when compared to other periods, becomes
known and knowable.

These images control our theoretical imaginations rather more than we care to
acknowledge(Stoczkowski1994,Gamble1992a,Moser1998,MoserandGamble
1997, Gifford-Gonzalez 1993). They make us feel comfortable with a natural-
history approach to reconstructing the past. The pictures compare with the way
geologists created scenes from deep-time during the last century (Rudwick 1976)
in order to establish their claims to be able to reconstruct the extinct worlds of
the Eocene, the Carboniferous or any geological epoch they chose.

Such reconstructions are valuable in expressing ‘natural’ relationships
between the multifarious strands of data that are routinely collected and ana-
lysed on any Palaeolithic site. Nowadays an image of a hominid in a landscape
can combine evidence from the analysis of ostracods, mammalian micro- and
macrofaunas, herpetofaunas, calcareous nannoplanktons, soil micromorphol-
ogy, palynology, geology and sedimentology, to name a few of the possibilities
now in the Quaternary scientist’s armoury. We frequently use these images of
the deep-time past, as attendance at any Palaeolithic conference reveals, when
it comes to showing what we think all those data mean. Using these images
allows us to reach consensus about what regularly took place – hunting, gath-
ering, cooking, eating, child care, tool manufacture, hide scraping, sleeping,
burying the dead – and which sexes and age groups were largely responsible
(Gifford-Gonzalez 1993, Moser 1989).

But while these images appear to open a window into the Palaeolithic, they
also close curtains. The most important curtain they draw across our investi-
gations is the subject of this book, Palaeolithic society. The reason for this is
quite straightforward. The Palaeolithic has never been a seed-bed for the dis-
cussion of social theory within archaeology. Instead there have been extremely
important debates about how the Palaeolithic record was formed and the
causes of subsequent variability in lithic and faunal remains (Binford 1973,
1981a, 1981b, Binford and Binford 1966, Bordes and de Sonneville-Bordes 1970,
Dibble 1987, Mellars 1996, Mellars 1970, Stiner and Kuhn 1992). Such middle-
range theory (Binford 1983a) has been promoted in the fields of taphonomy and
the study of site formation processes such that we now have a much clearer
idea of what is known and is knowable in the Palaeolithic. New data have been
generated, and with them the opportunity to recognize fresh patterns at both a
site and a regional scale. However, these patterns have not been explained as
the result of social factors. Indeed, the Binfords’ critique of the five Mousterian
tribes of southwest France (Bordes 1968a, 1972) defined by their different lithic
assemblages was a deliberate move away from culture history and social expla-
nation.

While the record of observations has grown enormously, the register of ideas
has also kept pace, albeit on a predictable track. The track is indicated by those
artists’ images which capture the ecological relations between hominids and
resources in the landscapes of the Palaeolithic. Elsewhere, these relationships
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have been usefully expanded through the insights of evolutionary ecology to
include discussion of optimality (Bettinger 1991), decision rules (Mithen 1990)
or risk avoidance (Torrence 1989) among prehistoric foragers, but the emphasis
is firmly on the side of a natural rather than a social prehistory.

Social relationships are not easily portrayed except as symbolic diagrams, but
see the cover illustration for this book by M. Antón. Hence an anthropologist
will provide a kinship chart rather than a photograph. These charts are an
essential aid to their arguments about the structure of social life. For archaeol-
ogists, the naturalistic reconstructions of bison hunting at Bilzingsleben are
more ‘believable’, because they are at least refutable through taphonomic
enquiry, than the imaginative depiction of the same hominids worshipping the
dawn by a lake in eastern Germany 300,000 years ago. An artist’s reconstruc-
tion of a complex concept such as society would meet similar difficulties, not
least because the artist would start without any guidance from scientific con-
vention about how to depict social life in the past. Those geological scenes from
deep-time provided a convention for reconstructing the natural landscape to
make it accessible. Societies, animal or human, were never shown. Only repre-
sentative taxa appeared as though in some taxidermist’s workshop.

Palaeolithic oppositions, convictions and solutions

A commitment to a social archaeology has existed for some time in later pre-
history (Flannery 1976, Friedman and Rowlands 1977, Redman et al. 1978,
Renfrew 1973, Renfrew and Shennan 1982) and from this largely processual and
materialist base various alternative social theories have recently been explored
(Barrett 1994, Barrett, Bradley and Green 1991, Bradley 1984, Gosden 1994,
Hodder 1990a, Moore 1986, Shanks and Tilley 1987a and 1987b, Thomas 1991).
In particular, these later works have stressed the archaeological record as text,
replete with meanings and inscribed ambiguity, which constitutes a landscape
where social actors are involved in deliberate action. The involvement of social
agents in the creation of their varied and dynamic social worlds stands in stark
contrast to the earlier texts in social archaeology. Here the investigation of the
social system and its various regulatory states formed the focus. The social
creativity of individuals was crushed by an overbearing system.

The eons of the Palaeolithic when little seems to change, combined with
those ‘scraps’ mentioned by Childe, have never suggested any other interpreta-
tion than a natural, or at best a systemic one. But even with the latter it seems
that for long periods of time certain key sub-systems, such as religion and craft
specialization, were entirely lacking. This makes it even more difficult to argue
that change was internally produced by friction between sub-systems and
where homeostasis was upset. Dynamic change therefore had to be supplied
from outside. This can mean either the replacement of one population by
another or the climatic cycles of the Pleistocene forcing changes in subsistence,
settlement and associated technologies.
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As a result, explanation in the Palaeolithic has stressed oppositions between
ancient and modern humans, environment and culture, foraging and agricul-
ture. This approach has established what many archaeologists still see as the
truly important purpose of studying earliest prehistory: to discover when and
where the foundations of the civilizing process, from which the western world
ultimately benefited most, were laid (Gamble 1993a:20–3). For many years the
Palaeolithic has been divided from the rest of archaeology by an interpretative
curtain founded on these oppositions. For this reason as much as the ‘scraps’ of
data argument, the Palaeolithic has not been part of the later developments in
social archaeology, and hence has been largely ignored by post-processualists
(but see Hodder 1990a).

Many would regard this neglect as positively beneficial to Palaeolithic
studies, and for a long time I would have agreed with them. I have changed my
mind not because I am yet convinced by all of the post-processualist agenda,
but rather because their attacks have highlighted the poverty of theory in my
area of expertise. This poverty touches most on the units of analysis that the
Palaeolithic uses and the goals it has set itself. These are explored more fully
below and in Chapters 2 and 3. My intention is to tweak that interpretative
curtain aside and seek solutions that do not rely upon traditional divisions.

Of course I am not working alone at this project. The tweaking has already
begun. The interpretative curtain, which seems to divide an active human past
involving trade, agriculture, ritual, monuments, towns and power from a
passive one of adaptation to the conditions of existence, is, in the case of the
Mesolithic, already being pulled aside (Bender 1985:21). Neither does there
seem to be any problem with drawing it further to include the rich record of the
Upper Palaeolithic (Price and Brown 1985a, Soffer 1987). However, while these
gains in approaching the past as a continuous stream are not negligible, it does
appear that the curtain which separates Us from the Other, Civilized from
Uncivilized, now falls across the Middle to Upper, Neanderthal to Modern,
transition (Gamble 1991, Stringer and Gamble 1993). All we have apparently
done is to shift its position by some 30,000 years.

My contention is that we should scrap this curtain altogether. The deep-time
past of the Palaeolithic does not need to be investigated through such opposi-
tions. As long as we maintain these contrasts we can only pursue a divided
archaeology, where much of the Palaeolithic will remain remote to the inter-
ests of most archaeologists. The study of human origins then becomes nothing
more than a story from a faraway land, as remote from people as the epochs of
geology.

My solution is to take society as a unifying focus. This may seem a strange
choice given the complications of defining, using and interpreting such a
concept. I have adopted it due to several convictions explored in a number of
previous publications.

Firstly, I can still see no justification why archaeology should have different
procedures and standards on either side of an interpretative curtain which
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divides modern from ancient humanity. There is no reason to switch explana-
tions from predominantly ecological to mainly social just because the nature
of the archaeological record changes with the advent of agriculture and sedent-
ism (Barker and Gamble 1985, Gamble 1986a, 1986b, 1986c). Neither is there
any reason to change explanations during the Palaeolithic as soon as a more
varied record appears with the Upper Palaeolithic. My interest is in the differ-
ences among Palaeolithic societies and not the divisions between them. My
concern in this book is with analysis rather than definitions.

Secondly, understanding social life in all its different forms should be an
archaeological goal since, as anthropologists of the past, we have the data to
enlarge and enrich such experience (Gamble 1991a, 1991b, 1993a, 1993b,
1993c). We would be poor anthropologists if we made no contribution to the
variety of societies available for systematic study (Gamble and Soffer 1990,
Soffer and Gamble 1990, Stringer and Gamble 1993). The investigation of
Palaeolithic societies is, in particular, an exploration of alternatives to ethno-
graphic experience. As put by Wobst,

Archaeologists are the only anthropologists whose data contain information about
behavioural variance in all its dimensions: in personnel from single individuals in
private to the largest structural poses; in space from the smallest catchment area to the
largest continent-wide population matrix, and in time from single events to millennia.
(Wobst 1978:307)

Thirdly, the explanation of stasis and change lies at the centre of archaeolog-
ical enquiry. Social life was the heart which kept the varied systems beating,
whether or not change occurred (Gamble 1993a, 1993d, 1995a, 1995b). In most
cases the investigation of stasis and change proceeds little beyond opting for a
variable in the social system, such as population pressure on resources. Despite
a number of telling critiques of such simplistic, asocial, explanations of change
and intensification (Bender 1978, 1981, Lourandos 1977, 1985), there remain
unreconstructed social evolutionists who trace all human developments to a
single cause such as population numbers and environmental constraints (e.g.
Johnson and Earle 1987). I will side with the critics of these old-fashioned texts
by proposing a different view of the relations between humans and their envi-
ronments. I will stress the active engagement and mutual involvement of the
individual in the construction and negotiation of his/her environment.

Finally, it is time that archaeology claimed its place within the social as well
as the historical sciences. To do this we need to set our own comparative
agenda, not only to provide reflections on the uses of the past to construct con-
temporary societies (Gamble 1993b, 1993c), but to provide the prehistoric per-
spective on those modern interactions (Gamble 1992b). This position is well
expressed by Binford:

we have a chance to understand humankind in a way that no participant, or no social
scientist addressing the quick-time events of direct social experience, could ever
imagine. To fail to recognise this potential, to fail to grasp a new understanding of
humankind from this different perspective – the perspective of the macroforces that con-
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dition and modify lifeways in contexts unappreciated by the participants within
complex thermodynamic systems – is quite literally to ‘abandon our birthright’.
(1989a:52)

It can fairly be stated that the social sciences have hardly noticed the absence
of prehistoric archaeology, let alone the Palaeolithic, from their syntheses of
social life. This situation is unlikely to change unless the case for an historical
dimension, and one which involves an understanding of the character of the
long-term prehistoric record (Murray 1987), is strongly put. The insights of
social theory, and in particular the vocabulary of network analysis, have been
adopted in this book in order to effect a translation between the very different
evidence for human social action at varied timescales and degrees of resolution.
However, I will not be arguing for a palaeosociology of the Palaeolithic any
more than for a palaeopsychology or palaeoanthropology of the period. The his-
torical and material basis of archaeology conditions the accounts of past soci-
eties and individuals that we produce. There will be no obvious support in such
accounts for the claims of one social theory over another that aims to under-
stand individuals and societies in the modern world. The methods and concerns
of the present and the past separate these various projects in social analysis.

However, analysing prehistoric societies would ultimately serve little
purpose if it only had relevance for archaeologists. Our contribution must
therefore be directed towards influencing those future syntheses of social
theory. I imagine these syntheses will continue to recognize, in standard post-
modern fashion, that industrialization and civilization, while dominant social
forms, do not include all human social experience let alone represent its
highest achievements. It is here that archaeology has a contribution to make.
Synthesis, by the very nature of the process which produces it and the under-
standing which comes from undertaking it, must continually seek to broaden
our experience. Prehistory provides one route for such continuing awareness.

The narratives of theoretical archaeology

A major factor that has muted our archaeological voice has been the absence of
a common structure for discussion and comparison. A reason for this has been
Palaeolithic archaeologists’ adherence to the scientific method. In its crudest
form this subscribes to an objective view of facts as neutral, and a clear belief
in a structure that exists ‘out there’ and which will be revealed through greater
analytical precision and yet more facts. For example, Flannery and Marcus have
recently expressed their belief in this objectivity as follows:

Whenever science is combined with a social or political agenda – no matter how noble
that agenda may be – it is inevitably science that suffers. (Flannery and Marcus
1994:441, my emphasis)

On the contrary, I find it difficult to see how a branch of historical science,
like Palaeolithic archaeology, can be separated from a social or political agenda
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(Gamble 1993b, 1993c) if it is to have any value as a form of knowledge.
Studying the past, just like studying particle physics, is not a neutral activity
undertaken for its own sake by individuals who, while doing it, temporarily
suspend their membership of humanity.

Not surprisingly, then, many social theories have had an uncomfortable rela-
tionship with the scientific approach to knowledge. The sticking point seems
to be the way that knowledge claims are verified and causation established
(Clark 1993). Some of these fears lead to an almost entire rejection of the claims
of science, as for example in the work of Giddens (1984). This rejection has been
picked up by archaeologists who take to task the narrow scientific view which
is all too common in archaeological writings. They point out, quite correctly,
that it leaves human action out of the equation (Thomas 1991).

However, nearly everyone agrees that the scientific method undoubtedly
works as a means to structure the investigation of the world in the physical sci-
ences. Palaeolithic archaeology has made considerable procedural advances by
adopting a scientific approach. But, this approach has led, as we shall see, to a
rather limited view of what the data can tell us about society. The similarity with
my earlier discussion about the restricted range of visual images is striking.

So, by choosing society as my focus I am seeking to expand the present boun-
daries of Palaeolithic discussion. This does not mean a break with past
approaches. In writing this book I have not found it possible, or desirable, to
abandon the procedures of the scientific approach in dealing with the question
of Palaeolithic societies. I too am concerned with the verification of knowledge
claims. Hence there is considerable discussion of ecology and environment in
the chapters which follow, not because these provide an objective standard but
rather a mutual one for interpreting past human action. What I have attempted
to do is to broaden the scope of the scientific method by considering what a
common approach between the historical and social sciences might entail.
Such a realignment must involve not only the conceptual issues, such as
society, which are addressed, but also the manner in which they are expressed.
Here, I take my lead from Haraway, who observes in another context – the use
of primate studies in contemporary science and society – that facts are only
meaningful when contained within stories (1989). However, this approach still
needs a caveat for those, like myself, who are interested in how we verify our
narratives.

We should resist the temptation to assume that since stories are stories they are, in some
sense, unreal or untrue, for this is to suppose that the only reality or true truth, is one
in which we, as living, experiencing beings, can have no part at all. (Ingold 1993:153)

The problem with the Palaeolithic is that currently there are very few stories.
Those which exist deal mostly with origins (Conkey and Williams 1991, Knight
1991a, 1991b, Landau 1991) and the inception of change, rather than with the
long periods of stasis between these rare moments of excitement. In adopting
society as my focus I aim to turn the spotlight on the narrative framework
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which is needed to examine and explain the data from very long periods of time,
the 500,000 years of the European Palaeolithic. It is during this time when our
register of ideas, just like the few images in the artist’s portfolio, runs low.

A social approach to the Palaeolithic requires, among other things, that as
well as recognizing the patterns in the data we can also reproduce them. At the
outset it is important to understand that these Palaeolithic societies, however
we might eventually define them, are not waiting to be revealed through the
simple tabulation of their attributes. The challenge that the Palaeolithic pre-
sents, and one reason the interpretative curtain exists, is that the basic assump-
tions of the elements of social life which underpin so much of social
archaeology cannot be taken for granted. Minimally these might concern lan-
guage, material-based symbolism, reflexive thought, the metaphor of kinship,
ritual and the differential exercise of power. From such a potent cocktail we are
able to mix many social theories (Turner 1991) without once mentioning sub-
sistence, ecology, natural selection and demography.

Studies of Palaeolithic society: human social origins

While Childe, in 1951, was pronouncing on the deficiencies of the Lower
Palaeolithic record, research had already begun to fashion a model of social
organization from those elements just mentioned above. This culminated in
one of the great edited syntheses of modern anthropology, Social life of early
man (Washburn 1961). Among the contributors to this Wenner-Gren sympo-
sium were physical anthropologists, palaeontologists, primatologists, psychol-
ogists, geneticists, zoologists, geologists and archaeologists.1

Although I refer to it as a ‘great’ synthesis, anyone coming to it cold might
be excused for wondering why. The papers seem to be saying very little about
social organization and rather more about a timetable of events such as the
appearance of cannibalism and the first use of fire (Washburn 1961:viii–ix).
There are occasionally conclusions that appear to address a social perspective,
even if they seemed to state the obvious:

All [physical] evidence suggests that the Palaeolithic bands were not territorial units,
that they were capable of large migrations, and that sexual relations must have existed
between them (Vallois 1961:229)

while developmental pathways were readily inferred:

In evolutionary perspective a necessary locus and an indispensable condition for a cul-
tural system is an organized system of social action in which social behaviour is pat-
terned by role differentiation . . . A social structure, therefore, can be identified as one
of the characteristic features of a protocultural stage in hominid evolution. (Hallowell
1961:240)

However, many of the contributions only seem to engage in speculation
about social form and origins based on a minimal ethnography of hunters and
gatherers and assertions about how to interpret the archaeological record.
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The importance of Social life of early man rests on three factors. Firstly, it
demonstrated the advantages of a multi-disciplinary approach to human
origins. This pattern would be taken up and pursued in early hominid research.
The mix of disciplines was heavily towards the natural and physical sciences
and it was from their crucibles that the agendas of ancestor research were to be
poured.

Secondly, the outstanding paper in the volume was by Washburn and DeVore,
‘Social behavior of baboons and early man’. They dealt with troop size, range,
diet, population structure, sub-groups and play, mother–child relations, sexual
behaviour, economic dependence, dominance, home base, sounds and gestures.
This thematic framework has been the standard for subsequent research.
Throughout the paper they contrasted the life of baboons with modern forag-
ers, producing a summary table which listed spatial, demographic, affective and
behavioural differences for the topics mentioned above. They concluded that
‘because of the great behavioural gap between man and his nearest relatives,
some reconstruction of [social] behaviour is possible’ (Washburn and DeVore
1961:103). This gap presumably indicates extinct transitional stages between
the societies of apes and humans.

The third factor is only apparent with hindsight. Washburn and DeVore
encouraged Richard Lee to undertake, between 1963 and 1964, his first study
of the !Kung San foragers of Botswana (Lee 1979:9–15). This marked the intro-
duction of anthropologists to the multi-disciplinary project of human origins
(ibid.:9) and led directly to the important Man the hunter symposium (Lee and
DeVore 1968). This and subsequent comparative volumes on foraging societies
(Bicchieri 1972, Burch and Ellanna 1994, Damas 1969, Hunn and Williams
1982, Ingold, Riches and Woodburn 1991, Leacock and Lee 1982, Lee and
DeVore 1976, Miracle, Fisher and Brown 1991, Smiley et al. 1980) have pro-
vided a rich source for defining the parameters of societies where nothing more
was assumed than that they lived in small groups and moved about a lot (Lee
and DeVore 1968:11).2

Characterizing hunters and gatherers

This description of the nomadic style became the basic model (Mueller-Wille
and Dickson 1991:26) for subsequent research into foraging societies. In a com-
parative synthesis of the papers in Man the hunter, Lee and DeVore
(ibid.:11–12) drew a distinction between elements in the organizational base
and the social system (Table 1.1).

As might be expected, this basic model expanded on the views summarized
by Washburn and DeVore (1961) in their comparison between foragers and
baboons. The emphasis on open systems, alliances, mobility and lack of terri-
tory (Lee 1976), while not supported by all the papers in the symposium, did
offer an alternative view to the patrilocal, land-holding model of bands pro-
moted by Service (1966, 1971) in his classic statement on social evolution.
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